Recognizing Our Supporters

The Historical Society of Pennsylvania was not able to provide any of its valuable programs and services without each and every generous supporter. At this time, we would like to recognize the many supporters that have helped establish HSP’s interpretive digital history program.

Since 2010 HSP has been building a robust framework for interpretive digital history projects that employ new technologies to tell important stories from HSP’s nationally significant primary source materials. The projects make HSP’s collection material not only more widely available through the web, but even more valuable and discoverable through the use of encoding and tagging and by providing such enhancements as transcription, annotation, and contextual essays. The projects also include curricular supports for educators and links to related collection materials.

In 2010, with a grant from the Albert M. Greenfield Foundation, HSP began development of a pilot digital history project called Closed for Business: The Story of Bankers Trust Company during the Great Depression, launched in April 2013. This project uses HSP collections to tell the story of the quick rise and steep fall of Bankers Trust Company, the first large bank to fail in Philadelphia during the Great Depression. Building upon this platform with a grant from the Bank of America, HSP developed Preserving Americans’ Freedom, a project that tells the story of the evolution of American freedom through 90 remarkable and nationally significant documents from HSP’s collection. This project, launched in September 2013, also expanded the user experience by allowing visitors to enter the site through multiple doors, whether through the documents themselves, thematic sections, or a new timeline feature.

HSP is again building upon its previous work as it completes the planning phase of Uncovering William Still’s Underground Railroad this March with support from the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) and the Pennsylvania Abolition Society Endowment Fund (c/o the Philadelphia Foundation). This digital project, now seeking funding for a full implementation phase, will weave new connections between the manuscript journal and published book of William Still, known as the “Father of the Underground Railroad.” This effort adds new geographic and network mapping capabilities to the platform and will provide extraordinary insight into the experiences of enslaved individuals and families who passed through Philadelphia between 1852 and 1857 and the covert networks that aided their escape. Finally, the society has just begun a digital project that will focus on 500 political cartoons from the collections, but, more importantly, will develop new tools for image annotation and standard practices for describing graphic items that will improve sharing, discoverability, and interpretation. This work is supported by a grant from the National Historical Publications and Records Commission (NHPRC).

We encourage each of our readers to visit our digital history projects and learn more about our current initiatives at https://hsp.org/history-online/digital-history-projects. Once again, thank you to all of the supporters that have made this exciting work possible.

The Historical Society of Pennsylvania inspires people to create a better future through historical understanding. We envision a world where everyone understands the past, engages in the present, and works together to create a better tomorrow.

To learn more about the Historical Society of Pennsylvania and how you can support its extraordinary collections, its programs, and its publications, please visit our website at www.hsp.org or contact Joe-Chris Hatalski, Director of Institutional Development and Grant Management, at jhatalski@hsp.org or 215-732-6200 ext. 230.
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Labor Today

BY DOROTHY SUE COBBLE AND MICHAEL MERRILL

I t is the labor movement a relic from an earlier time, no longer suited to the modern world? Some say yes. When workers faced tyrannical bosses and few options for advancement on their own, the story goes, unions were a necessary evil. But today’s well-educated and wired workers can fend for themselves. The declining proportion of the US workforce that is unionized would seem to support this viewpoint. In 1954, 1 out of every 3 American wage earners in the private sector belonged to a union; 60 years later, this number is less than 1 in 10.

We believe this common story of obsolescence and decline is wrong—that it mistakes a small part of the labor movement for the whole and ends up writing an obituary for a movement that in fact is still very much alive.

off-cited figure actually tells us little about the American labor movement. For one, it refers just to unionized workers in the private sector and completely misses the millions of school teachers, bus drivers, firefighters, police officers, nurses, social workers, and other public sector workers who also belong to trade unions—altogether, some 35 percent of all those employed by the federal, state, or municipal government in 2013. Just as important, the official government statistics on union membership—even those that include both public and private sector workers—capture contract unionism only; that is, they track only those organizations recognized under the National Labor Relations Act as the bargaining agents for employees at a given worksite. Rendered invisible in these numbers is the other, “unofficial” labor movement that has always existed alongside official unions.

In the late 19th century, for example, while the Knights of Labor (the largest labor organization) and the American Federation of Labor (its rival) sought and secured agreements with individual employers, the larger labor movement led the “producing classes”—an expansive category encompassing wage earners, small farmers, and business owners as well as the self-employed, unemployed, and unwaged—in nationwide campaigns for social reform. Consider the global upsurge for shorter hours sparked by the AFL’s call for a national general strike for the eight-hour day on May 1, 1886, or the agitation for living wage laws by worker organizations and their allies in states and cities across the country in the same era—laws that were consistently voted in and just as consistently overturned by the courts.

In the 20th century, as collective bargaining unionism expanded during the “long New Deal” stretching from the 1930s to the 1970s, new worker associations sprang up as well, sometimes overlapping in goals and strategies with the official labor movement, sometimes not. In the 1970s, 905, a national association for office workers, pursued contracts with individual employers through its union division, but it also launched a nationwide campaign to change how secretaries were treated at work. Through films such as 9 to 5, starring Dolly Parton, Jane Fonda, and Lily Tomlin, “worst boss contests,” pay equity lawsuits, and an irreverent, attention-grabbing media send-up of National Secretaries Day, the organization won substantial pay raises and new respect and rights for the one-third of American women employed as clericals.

Today, the labor movement continues its efforts to secure union recognition from employers through innovative forms of organizing. At the same time, as it becomes increasingly difficult for workers to gain official recognition and secure a contract with an employer, the unofficial labor movement is in the midst of a revival. Some call this “alt-labor”; others simply speak of the “new mutualism.” Community-based worker centers that offer legal advice, education, and institutional support for political and economic collective advocacy by low-wage workers, especially immigrants, have multiplied rapidly over the last 20 years. While there were 5 such groups in 1992, by 2005 the number had jumped to 140, and by 2012 to 214.

Among the fruits of such efforts are the many living wage ordinances passed by local governments, the hundreds of thousands of marchers who thronged the streets of the nation’s cities in May 2006 and again in May 2010 to demand equal rights for immigrants and other excluded workers, and the support for raising the minimum wage in New Jersey and elsewhere during the 2013 fall elections. In addition, freelance writers, taxi drivers, fashion models, domestic workers, retail and restaurant employees, and even car wash attendants—all groups once thought unorganizable—are pressing for recognition and rights and have created new organizations such as the 231,000 strong Freelancers Union, the Taxi Drivers Alliance, the Model Alliance, Domestic Workers United, and the Restaurant Opportunities Centers United. Most have chapters in multiple cities; some have organized themselves into national organizations; and a few operate as part of global unions and networks.

Some of the best and most successful organizing in the United States is thus going on outside of “official” channels, even though much of it is receiving increasing
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The labor movement a relic from an earlier time, no longer suited to the modern world? Some say yes. When workers faced tyrannical bosses and few options for advancement on their own, the story goes, unions were a necessary evil. But today’s well-educated and wired workers can fend for themselves. The declining proportion of the US workforce that is unionized would seem to support this viewpoint. In 1954, 1 in 5 of every 3 American wage earners in the private sector belonged to a union; 60 years later, this number is less than 1 in 10.

We believe this common story of obsolescence and decline is wrong—that it mistakes a small part of the labor movement for the whole and ends up writing an obituary for a movement that in fact is still very much alive.

The oft-cited figure actually tells us little about the American labor movement. For one, it refers just to unionized workers in the private sector and completely misses the millions of school teachers, bus drivers, firefighters, police officers, nurses, social workers, and other public sector workers who also belong to trade unions—altogether, some 35 percent of all those employed by the federal, state, or municipal government in 2013. Just as important, the official government statistics on union membership—even those that include both public and private sector workers—capture contract unions only, that is, they track only those organizations recognized under the National Labor Relations Act as the bargaining agents for employees at a given workplace. Rendered invisible in these numbers is the other, “unofficial” labor movement that has always existed alongside official unions.

In the late 19th century, for example, while the Knights of Labor (the largest labor organization) and the American Federation of Labor (its rival) sought and secured agreements with individual employers, the larger labor movement led the “producing classes”—an expansive category encompassing wage earners, small farmers, and business owners as well as the self-employed, unemployed, and unwaged—in nationwide campaigns for social reform. Consider the global upsurge for shorter hours sparked by the AFLs calls for a national general strike for the eight-hour day on May 1, 1886, or the agitation for living wage laws by worker organizations and their allies in states and cities across the country in the same era—laws that were consistently voted in and just as consistently overturned by the courts.

In the 20th century, as collective bargaining unions expanded during the “long New Deal” stretching from the 1930s to the 1970s, new worker associations sprang up as well, sometimes overlapping in goals and strategies with the labor movement, sometimes not. In the 1970s, 90s, a national association for office workers, pursued contracts with individual employers through its union division, but it also launched a nationwide campaign to change how secretaries were treated at work. Through films such as 9 to 5, starring Dolly Parton, Jane Fonda, and Lily Tomlin, “sweet boss centric,” pay equity lawsuits, and an increasing, attention-grabbing media send-up of National Secretaries Day, the organization won substantial pay raises and new respect and rights for the one-third of American women employed as clericals.

Today, the labor movement continues its efforts to secure union recognition from employers through innovative forms of organizing. At the same time, it is becoming increasingly difficult for workers to gain official recognition and secure a contract with any employer, the unofficial labor movement is in the midst of a revival. Some call this “alt-labor;” others simply speak of the “new mutualism.”

Community-based worker centers that offer legal advice, education, and institutional support for political and economic collective advocacy by low-wage workers, especially immigrants, have multiplied rapidly over the last 20 years. While there were 5 such groups in 1992, by 2005 the number had jumped to 140, and by 2012 to 214.

Among the fruits of such efforts are the many living wage ordinances passed by local governments, the hundreds of thousands of marchers who thronged the streets of the nation’s cities in May 2006 and again in May 2010 to demand equal rights for immigrants and other excluded workers, and the support for raising the minimum wage in New Jersey and elsewhere during the 2013 fall elections. In addition, freelance writers, taxi drivers, fashion models, domestic workers, retail and restaurant employees, and even car wash attendants—full groups once thought unorganizable—are pressing for recognition and rights and have created new organizations such as the 231,000 strong Freelancers Union, the Taxi Drivers Alliance, the Model Alliance, Domestic Workers United, and the Restaurant Opportunities Centers United. Most have chapters in multiple cities; some have organized themselves into regional organizations; and a few operate as part of local unions and networks.

Some of the best and most successful organized labor in the United States is happening outside of “official” channels, even though much of it is receiving increasing support from the official labor movement. The United Food and Commercial Workers, for example, has provided ongoing support to OUR Walmart, a national drive to upgrade conditions at Walmart, where workers earn below-poverty-line wages and routinely turn to food stamps and other government aid. The Service Employees International Union has encouraged the efforts to organize fast-food workers. Construction unions, especially the Laborers’ International Union of North America, have supported worker centers and other alliances among immigrant day laborers. The list goes on. These efforts are so widespread and so energetic that the AFL-CIO recently resolved to open its doors to such groups more widely, deciding at its 2013 convention in Los Angeles to affiliate community-based advocacy and membership organizations that share its basic aims and principles.

None of this should be surprising. Boycotting power and real income for the majority of people have declined over the last half century while the top tier, particularly the top 1 percent, has seen its wealth skyrocket. Risk has shifted as well; debt for education and training grows while the promise of economic security and upward mobility diminishes. Only those at the very top enjoy “golden parachutes” when they are fired and “multi-million-dollar bonuses when their companies declare bankruptcy or face charges of fraud and other illegal activities. Finally, the upsurge of worker organizing is not limited to the United States. Global trade union membership (excluding China) now stands at 193 million workers worldwide, up from 98 million in 1970—and these figures, of course, leave out the many new noncontract labor organizations around the world that advance worker rights outside collective bargaining structures. Often led by historically marginalized groups—women, immigrants, and racial and ethnic minorities—these new unions are demanding economic and social rights, such as access to credit and education, an end to discrimination, social inclusion, and citizenship rights. They are also at the forefront of movements for democracy and political reform in South America, Africa, Asia, and the Middle East.

Worker movements today, in the United States and around the world, are on the rise. Workers have always organized collectively to secure for themselves the rights, recognition, and rewards that are their due, and they will continue to do so. The 21st century promises to be among the most exciting chapters in the history of labor ever written.